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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize F,(29, the Chevalley group 
of type (FJ over the field F with q = 2” elements, n > 2, in terms of the 
structure of the centralizer of a central involution. (A “central involution” 
is an element of order 2 lying in the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of the 
group.) 
If Z(S) is the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup S of F,(q), q = 2”, then the 
involutions of Z(S) fall into three conjugacy classes. One can find in Z(S) 
representatives x, , xg , and x3 = x,x, for these three classes such that their 
centralizers in F4(q) satisfy C(x,) G C(xs) and C(x,) = C(q) n C(xJ. Let 
c, = C(x,). 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite group with a subgroup C such that C E C, , 
q = 2n > 2, and C = C,(z) for every involution x E Z(C). Then one of the 
following cases holds: 
(1) CdGandIG:CIdividesq-1, 
(2) G = F,(q)> 
(3) n is odd, and G z p4(q), the extension of F,(q) by the automorphism 
of order 2 used by Ree in [6]. 
A similar result is probably true for the case q = 2, with conclusion (1) 
replaced by: (1)’ G contains a normal complement to C of odd order. How- 
ever, the vanishing of the Cartan subgroup in that case creates computational 
difficulties. 
The methods of this paper are similar to those of [8] and (991. Proofs will be 
omitted whenever they are nearly the same as the proof of the corresponding 
result of [9]. 
This paper represents an improvement over [4] in that it assumes the 
structure of the centralizer of only one class of central involutions instead 
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of all three classes. (It is not hard to check that the hypotheses of the main 
theorem of [4] do imply the hypotheses of this paper.) This paper makes use 
of many of the computations of [4], but the proof itself is independent. 
For a description of F,(p) and the subgroup C, the reader is referred to 
[4]. This paper uses the notation and terminology of the first three sections of 
that paper. Also, Zi(X) denotes the ith center of X; i.e., Z,(X) = Z(X) and 
.wwL(x> = -vv-i-l(x>> f or all i > 1. O,(X) denotes the maximal 
normal 2-subgroup of X, Syl,(X) the set of all Sylow p-subgroups of X. 
A ch B means that A is a characteristic subgroup of the group B. A (TI)-group 
is a group of even order in which any two distinct Sylow 2-subgroups intersect 
trivially. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For the remainder of this paper G will denote a finite group containing a 
subgroup C isomorphic to the subgroup C, defined in (3.2) of [4] and 
satisfying C = C,(z) for every involution x E Z(C). We identify C with Cr . 
If S is the Sylow 2-subgroup of C defined in (2.7) of [4], then Z(S) = S,,Sa, 
and Z(C) = Sa, . 
(2.1). If N = No(S& then C Q N and N/C acts semiregularly on Sg, 
soIN:CIdieridesq--1. 
(2.2). For each j = 1, 2, 5, 10, let Di = IIS< (i fj). It is easy to check 
that Dl, = C&(LY)) and D, = C,(X,,(OC)) for all (Y E r#. For simplicity of 
writing, and to make our notation correspond more closely to that of [9], we will 
often write M for DIO . Every involution of S whose centralizer in S is of order 
at least q2s lies either in Z(M) = Sl,S2,S2, or in Z(D,) = S2,S2,S2, . Hence M 
and D5 are the only subgroups of S of order qas with centers of order q3. 
(2.3). Either S E Syl,(G), in which case N,(S) normalizes both M and D, 
(and hence also S,, = LX .Wf)l ad S2, = [s, W.Jl>, 01 GUY T E Syl,(G) 
with T 3 S satisfies 1 T : S ) = 2, andfor all t E T - S, Mt = D, (and hence 
s;, = J92d 
Proof. By (2.2) the elements of NJS) permute the set {M, D5). If 
SE Syl,(G), then 1 Nc(S) : S 1 is odd, so N,(S) normalizes M and D, . 
If S $ Syl,(G), let T E Syl,(G) with T > S. Let U = N=(S). Then U # S, by 
a fundamental property of p-groups. If t E U and Mt = M, then t normalizes 
S 21, so t E C n U = S, by (2.1). Thus / U : S 1 = 2. If t E U - S, then 
Mt = D5, so S;, = S 2a, and Z(U) = {x9 1 x E S,,). Thus Z,(U) = Z(S), 
and S = C,(Z,( U)) ch U. Thus S Q NT(U), so N,(U) = U, and hence 
T = U. 
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3. THE CASE C a G 
We include the case q = 2 in this section, since it presents no extra 
difficulties. Throughout this section we assume that N,(M) is 2-closed, 
and we prove that either (i) q = 2 and G contains a normal complement o C 
of odd order, or (ii) q > 2 and S,, a G, which implies that C 4 G and 
1 G : C / divides q - 1. 
(3.1). Since N,(D,) is not 2-closed, M is not conjugate to D, in G. 
(3.2). SE Syl,(G), by (2.4). 
(3.3). Since M 4 S, S is the unique Sylow 2-subgroup of No(M). 
Moreover, M 4 No(S) by (2.3), so No(M) = No(S). 
We now want to show that no involution of S,, is conjugate in G to any 
involution of C - S,, . It suffices to show that no involution of Sa, is 
conjugate in G to any other involution listed in Table 5 of [4]. Every involu- 
tion x listed in that table has the property that C,(x) E Syl,(C,(x)). 
(3.4). If two involutions x, y of Z(M) are conjugate in G, then they are 
conjugate in N,(M). 
Proof. Suppose xg = y. Let P, Q be Sylow 2-subgroups of C,(y) 
containing M, MB, respectively. Then there is some h E Co(y) with Qh = P. 
Since M and Mgh are in P, it follows from (2.2), (3.2), and (3.1) that 
gh E N,(M). Clearly xgA = y. 
(3.5). For any 01, /3 E I’#, the following involutions all lie in distinct conjugacy 
classes of G: x2&y), x&), ~&9~~~(1)~ x&), ~~~(l)x~~(l). 
Proof. By (2.3) S,, , S,, a NG(S) = No(M). Let H,, be a complement 
to S in Nc(S) containing the subgroup Jr of N,(S) defined in (3.2) of [4]. The 
only subgroups of Z(M) or order q normalized by Jr are S,, , S,, , and S,, . 
(See 4.10.) Since Jr 4 H, , Ho must permute these. Hence H,, normalizes 
S,, . The result now follows from (3.4). 
(3.6). If x = xl&l) x.&l), then any Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) has order 
qzo, so x is not conjugate in G to any involution in Z(M). 
Proof. Let X = C,(x) = IIS, (i # 1, 2, 6, 11). Since Ss,S,, = 
[Z,(X), Xj ch X, we have S,,S,, 4 No(X), so S,, 4 N&X) by (3.3). By (2.1) 
any 2-element of No(X) must be in C. Since X E SylZ(Cc(x)), it follows that 
X E Syl,(C,(x)) also. 
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(3.7). If x = x,(1> %I(4 0’ %3(l) +(l) %(4 av PE SYl,(Co(X)) hf2.T 
order q20, so x is not conjugate in G to any involution of S,, . 
Proof. Let X = C,(x) = 17Si (i # 10, 11, 18, 19). Then [X, Z,(X)] = 
S,,S,, , so S,, <I Nc(X) by (3.5). Moreover, Z,(X) = S,SsSn&Za(X), and 
[S, , &(-VI = 1% 9 -G(X)1 = SIT , and [SST -UWl = [S227 Z@‘ll = S2, - 
Hence R = &S&Z,(X) 4 N&X), so [X, R] = S,,S,,S,,S,, 4 NJX). The 
result now follows just as in (3.6). 
(3.8). If x = x,( 1) XJCL), then x is not conjugate in G to any involution of S,,. 
Proof. Let X = C,(x). Then j Z(X)] = q*, and there is a subgroup Q 
of Z(X) with Q > S,, , 1 Q 1 = q3, / C,(Q)/ > / X 1, and the involutions of 
Q - Sa, already shown not conjugate in G to any involution of S,, . Suppose 
x is conjugate to an involution of Sa, . If x E S$ , then X E Syl,(Co(x) A C,(z)). 
Since the only elements y in Table 5 of [3] with 1 C,(y)1 = qls are those of 
form x,(l) x2*(~), there is some P E Syl,(Co(x)) and some Qr < Z(X) 
satisfying Qr > Z(C,(x)), 1 Qr 1 = q3, 1 C,(Qr)l > ( X I, and no involution of 
Q1 - Z(C,(x)) conjugate to x in G. Since / C,(Qr)I > ( X I, Qr n S,, = {I}. 
Let R = Q n Qr . Then 1 R 1 = q2, and for any u E R+, xu EQ~ - Z(C,(x)), 
so xu is not conjugate to x in G. However, any subgroup of Q of order greater 
than q contains an involution u with xu conjugate to x in C. This contradiction 
yields the desired result. 
(3*9). If x = x,(1) x23(1) Or x,(1)xS(1)x21(a) Oy x,(1) xS(1) x15(1h Or 
x9( 1) xJl>, then x is not conjugate in G to any involution in S,, . 
Proof. Let X = C,(x). Then 1 X / = qlS in the first two cases and q17 in 
the second two cases, and / Z(X)1 = 45, and there is a subgroup Q of Z(X) 
with Q 2 S,, , 1 Q ) = q*, 1 C,(Q)/ > / X I, and the involutions of Q - S,, 
not conjugate in G to any involution of S,, . If x were conjugate to an involu- 
tion of S,, , then one could proceed as in (3.8) to get Qr 2 Z(X) or order q* 
and form R = Qr n S,,S,,S2, of order q2. Since I R ) > q, there would be 
some u E R# with xu conjugate to x in C, and this would be a contradiction. 
(3.10). If x = x4( 1)x,(l), then x is not conjugate in G to any involution in S,, . 
Proof. Let X = C,(x). Then 1 X 1 = ql* and I Z(X)1 = q’. As in (3.8) 
and (3.9), if x were conjugate to an involution of S,, one could find 
R _C S,,S,,S,, with 1 R 1 = q2 and xu not conjugate to x in G for any II E R#. 
However, xu is conjugate to x in C for every such u. 
Thus, no involution of S,, is conjugate in G to any involution of C - S,, . 
If q = 2, then just as in [9] we can apply Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem to 
show that G has a normal complement o C of odd order. 
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If 4 > 2, we use a result of Goldschmidt [3]. G is an S(A) group, with 
A = S,, , so by Theorem A of [3], if K = AC, then i( = K/O(K) is the 
central product of an abelian 2-group and quasisimple groups of certain 
types, and a = O,(K) Q,(T) for some Sylow 2-group T of K containing A. 
Since 1 A 1 > 4, O(G) = (C&)(X) 1 XEA+) _C C. Since O(C) = (11, it 
follows that O(G) = {l}, and hence O(K) = (1). Since all involutions of 
A = S,, have the same centralizer, K must be either a single simple group 
or an abelian 2-group. Moreover, for the same reason, if K is simple, it 
cannot be L,(r) for any r = 3 or 5 (mod S), nor can it be of Janko-Ree type. 
Suppose Kg L,(2”), Sz(22m+1), or Us(2”). (These are the only other 
possibilities allowed by Goldschmidt’s Theorem.) Let V = C,(K). Clearly 
VK = V x K 4 G, so C,(S,,) = V x C&S,,) -cl C. The only non-Z 
group composition factor of C is Sp,(q), and C = 02(C), since C is generated 
by its elements of odd order. If Sp,(p) is a composition factor of V, then 
V = C, a clear contradiction. However, C,(S,,) is solvable for these groups, 
and C/C,(S,,) g subgroup of G/VK s subgroup of Aut(K)/K, which is 
solvable for these groups. 
Hence K is a 2-group, and S,, = K Q G. 
4. STRUCTURE OF N,(M) 
For the remainder of this paper we assume q > 2. Throughout this section 
we assume that No(M) is not 2-closed. Under this assumption we develop 
information about the structure of N,(M) which will be used in the next 
section to identify a certain subgroup of G with F,(2n). 
(4.1). N,(M)/M is a (TI)-group. 
Proof. By (2.3) S E Syl,(iV,(M)). If P E Syl,(N,(M)) and S n P # M, 
then Z(S n P) = Z(S), by the structure of S. Since Z(P) C M, we have 
Z(P) = S n Z(P) c Z(S n P), so Z(P) = Z(S). Hence P c C and 
P3_M*O,(C)=S. 
(4.2). N,(M) contains a normal subgroup L of odd index such that L/M E 
SW, 4). 
This is proved just as in (6.1) of [9]. 
(4.3). Let II be the subgroup of N,(S) defined in (3.2) of [4]. Let / be a 
complement to S in No(S) n No(M) with Jr, J1 . Let K = ] n L. Then K is 
a complement to S in N,(S), so by the structure of SL(2, q), K is cyclic of order 
q - 1 and acts regularly on (S/M)+. 
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(4.4). By the structure of SL(2, q), K normalizes exactly one other Sylow 
2-subgroup S* of N,(M). Since K d J, J also normalizes S*. Since S* If C, 
s,, n -w*) = (11, so Z(M) = S,, x Z(S*). The only subgroup of Z(M) of 
order q” normalized by JI and intersecting S,, triwially is S,,S,, , so Z(S*) = 
%S24 * 
(4.5). There is an element II E NG(M)such that p = J, S” = S*, Ku = K, 
11% E M, and u irzverts eerery element of K. Moreover, S.& = S,, and S’r, = SzI . 
This allfollows from the structure of SL(2, q), just as in (6.5) of [9]. 
(4.6). As in (6.6) of [9l, there is a unique element x,,(h) E S,, such that 
(ux,,(~))~ E M. By replacing u with uk for an appropriate k E K we can assume 
h = 1. 
(4.7). As in (6.7) of 191, J = K x JI and hence is abelian of order (q - 1)“. 
(4.8). K normalizes S,, = Z(S) n Z(S*) and K acts semiregularly on SzI , 
since K n C = {I). Thus K is transitive on the involutions of S,, , since 
IKl =q-1. 
(4.9). [J, uz] G J n M = {l}, so u2 E C,(J) = (1). Hence u Es an involution. 
We now want to determine the action of K on S and the action of I on M. 
We begin with the following lemma concerning the structure of C. 
(4.10). Let Q b e an elementary abelian subgroup of S of order q which is 
normalizedby J, .ifq > 4,thenQ = S,forsomei = l,..., 24orQ = S,,,(p) = 
{xv(~) PC,(@): LY E r} for some p E r and some pair (I, t) E II = {( 1,22), (3,23), 
(7,24)}. (This is the set of pairs of form (r, Y + yzl).) If q = 4, then it is also 
possible that 
Q = s,,G) = Ma> &+rS): a E r> 
for some B E F and some pair (Y, t) ~1~ = ((18, 24), (19,23), (20, 22)). (This 
is the set of pairs of form (rzl - s, Y,, + s).) 
Proof. Using Table 1 of [4], it is easy to check that if Y and t are two 
positive roots with t > r, t + y21 , and [S, , S,] = {I}, then either there is 
some h E JI which centralizes S, but not S, , or the pair (I, t) E I1 u I, . 
For any x = nx6(q) E S, we say that the root T “appears in x” if a,. # 0. 
If x E S - S,, , then x has at least q - 1 conjugates under J1 , all outside 
of s,, * Hence Q n S,, = {I) if Q # S,, . Suppose Q # S,, , let x E Qdc, 
and let Y be the lowest root appearing in x. If x E S, , then Q = S, , since JI 
is transitive on S,* whenever Y # r2i . If x 6 S, , let t be the second lowest 
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root appearing in x. Since x is an involution, [S, , S,] = (13. If t = r,, , 
choose any h E J1 which does not centralize S, , and then xhx has T as lowest 
root and something higher than ear as second lowest root. Thus we may 
assume t # r2r , If (r, t) $I1 u I, , choose h E Ji centralizing S,. and not S, . 
Then t is the lowest root appearing in xhx E Q+. If (T, t) E 1, u I, and if 
x E ST,,@) for some /3 E r, then Q = ST,1(/3), since J1 is transitive on 5’,,,(,8)#. 
However, if q > 4, then S,,,(p) is not closed under multiplication for 
(r, t) E 1, , so those are not possible. If (Y, t) E I1 u I, and if x 4 S,,,(p) for 
any /I E r, let s be the third lowest root appearing in x. As before, we may 
assume s # r,, . Choose h E Jr centralizing S, (and hence S,) but not S, . 
Then s is the lowest root appearing in xhx E Q#. Thus, if Q # S’s, , continuing 
in this way yields eventually an involution of some S, for r # r,, or of some 
Sr,t(/?), and the result follows. 
(4.11). J normalizes Si (i = I,..., 24) except possibly when there is some j 
for which the pair (i, j) E I, af q > 4 or (i, j) E I1 U I, ;f q = 4, and in that 
case Jpermutes the set (S&3): p E I’). 
Proof. For any h E Jand any i = I,..., 24, Sib is normalized by Jlh = J1 . 
Similarly for the S&)h. The desired result then follows readily from (4.10) 
and a look at the upper central series of S, M, and D, each of which is 
stabilized by J. 
(4.12). Let wl, wz , and wg be the elements of C in (2.5) of [4]. Then for 
each i = 1,2, 5 there is an element zi E S’s, with J”i”i = J. 
Proof. By (4.11) J normalizes the subgroups D1, D, , and D, defined in 
(2.2) of this paper. J also normalizes C, so J permutes Syl,(N,(D,)) for each 
i = 1,2, 5. The only Sylow 2-subgroups of N,(D,) normalized by J1 are S 
and SW*, so Jnormalizes Swi. Since Jwi = J1, we have Jwi C No(S) n Co(J1) = 
1% > so there is some zi E S,, with J*~zi = J. 
(4.13). J normalizes S,, , S,, , and Se, even when q = 4. 
Proof. By (4.12), whenever J normalizes Si , then J normalizes Sp 
for all j = 1, 2, 5. The result follows from the action of the Wj on the sub- 
groups Si, 
(4.14). There is some /3 E I’ such that for each (r, t) E II, J normalizes 
SrB,(/3) and no other element of (Sr,t(o): ol E P}. The involution u defined in (4.5) 
permutes the subgroups Si (i # 10) in the same way as the element wlo of 
F,(2*), except that when (T, t) EI~ the subgroup St,,@) plays the role of the 
subgroup S, . 
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Proof. For any i # 10, SiU _C M and SiU is normalized by J” = J. We 
already have S.& = Ss, and ST, = Ss, . Since II normalizes the upper and 
lower central series of M, it follows from (4.10) that u normalizes Ss, , 
S16, S2, y and S15. Since u normalizes M’, u permutes {Ss , S, , S,, , 
Si,as(o~): 01 E r]. From the commutator relations in S, it follows that SaU = S, , 
S,u = S, , and SF1 = S,,,,(/3) for some p E r. If 01 # /3, then Sr,ss(~~)~ = S,, 
(mod M’) and Sr,ss(o~)~ # S,, . Hence J does not normalize Sr,sa(ol)“, by 
(4.10), so J does not normalize S,,,,(ol). By (4.12), as in (4.13), J normalizes 
&,,,(/I) and S,,a,@), and J does not normalize any other Ss,as(a) or S,,,,(or). 
If q # 4, one can continue using the upper and lower central series of M to 
get the desired results. If q = 4, a problem arises with S,, , S,, , and S,, . 
One gets SaU = Sao,sz(a) f or some a E r, and similarly for SsU and Sau. 
However, the relation [S, , S,] = (1) and other commutator relations in S 
show that SgU = S,, . As above, J cannot normalize S2,,22(01) for 01 # 0, and 
hence J cannot normalize S,,,,(~ll) or S1s,a4(01) for 01 # 0. Thus SJU = S,, 
and SsU = S,, as desired. 
(4.15). For any /3 E r, the subgroup C admits an automorphism 0 such that 
0(x,(a)) = x,.(a) x1(@) whenever (r, t) ~1~ , 0 = 1 on all other S,. , e(w,) = 
WAXER, e(w,) = w2 , oh,) = w5 , and 0 = 1 on J1 . Hence, by relabeling the 
elements of C is necessary, we can assume that J normalizes each Si (i = 1,. . . ,24) 
and u permutes the Si (i # IO) in the same way as wlo does in F,(2”). 
Proof. C is generated by S, Jl , and (wr , wg , ws}. Moreover, a complete 
set of defining relations for C is given by the structure of the subgroups S,. , 
the commutator relations between the S, , the structure of Jl , the action of 
J1 on S, the action of the wt on Jl and the Di (i = 1, 2, 5), the relations 
wi2 = (w,x~(~))~ = 1 (i = 1, 2, 5), and the relations (w~w,)~ = (w~w~)~ = 
(w2w5)s = 1. (See (10.2) of [9].) It is easy to check that the equations given 
above for 0 preserve all these relations. 
(4.16). The action of u on M and of K on S is exactly the same as the action 
in F4(29 of wlo on M and of HI, on S. 
Proof. As in (6.15) and (6.16) of [9], x1,(~)” = x2r(~). As in (6.17) of [9], 
if 5 is any primitive (q - l)st root of unity in I’, then there is a generator 
k of K such that Kxr,(~l)K-1 = x1,(&) and Kx,,(~)K-1 = x2r(c-%) for all 
01 Er. Since S” = S u has a nontrivial fixed point x1&~) on S,, . From 
the relations [&h Kohl = ~17(~P), Mu), ~G91 = x2&/3>, SIu = & , 
it follows that x1(m)” = xrr((~) for all a! E r, and then that u centralizes S,, . 
Since s2” = 82 , q5 = &5 , St4 = s24 , and [X2b>, %5@)1 = xd~~>x24(@2), 
it follows similarly that u centralizes S, , S,, , and S,, . The desired action of 
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u on the rest of S can be computed similarly. Since u inverts the elements of 
K and K is odd, K centralizes each Si which is centralized by u. The desired 
action of K on all of S is then easy to compute from the commutator relations. 
(4.17). We have thus shown that there is an isomorphism between S J and the 
subgroup B of F,(27 dejined in (2.8) and (2.9) of [4]. This isomorphism is the 
identity on S Jl and takes K onto HI, . 
(4.18). J is normalized by w1 , w2 , and w5 . 
Proof. It was shown in (4.12) that for each i = 1, 2, 5 there is an element 
zi E S,, with Jwizi = J. Since J acts faithfully on each Di , it is easy to 
compute from the action of We on Di that CJ(wizi) = C,(wJ = C,(SJ. Since 
zi = (~~qx~(l))~, it follows that xi E S, n C,(C,(S,)) = (1). 
(4.19). (Zulu)” = (wazq = (wszq = 1. 
Proof. Since (w~u)~ centralizes IIS, (i # 1, 10, 11) and (w~u)~ centralizes 
IISi (i # 2, 10) and (w~u)~ centralizes IIS (i # 5, lo), the structure of C 
implies that all are in S. But N,(J) = {l}. 
(4.20). There is an isomorphism between W* = (wl , w2 , w5 , u) and the 
Weyl group W of F,(2”) which is the identzyy on WI and takes u onto w10 .
Proof. (4.19) shows that the well-known defining relations for W (see (2.1) 
of [4]) hold in W*, with wr,, replaced by u, so W* is a homomorphic image of 
W. Since W acts faithfully on H in F&2”), and since the generators of W* act 
the same on J z H as the corresponding generators of W, the homomorphism 
must have trival kernel. 
5. A SUBGROUP G,r F,(2”) 
We can use the isomorphism mentioned in (4.20) to identify W* with W. 
Thus, for example, we can talk about the reflection wi E W* associated with 
the positive root yi for any i = l,..., 24. 
(5.1). For each i = l,..., 24 define S-i = WiSiWi and X-i(X) = W$i(~r)Wi 
for any oL E r. Thenfor any w E W* and any i = fl,..., &24, W&W-~ = SW(i), 
and wXi(a)w = Xw(i)(a)* 
Proqf. We may assume that w = wj for some j = 1, 2, 5, 10, since these 
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w,‘s generate W. The desired result is clear if i > 0 and i # j, and it is true 
by definition if i = f j. If i < 0 and i # -j, then 
WjXi(cY) wj = wjwix-i(a) wiwj , 
= (WjWiWj) WjX...$((Y) Wj(WjWiWj), 
= %,(iLj&) %Jj(i) 9 
= Xw,d”). 
(5.2). Let B* = SJ, and let G,, be the subgroup of Ggenerated by B* and 
W*. Then GO = B*W*B*. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that wiB*w Z B*wB* u B*wiwB* for 
all i = 1,2,5, 10 and all w E W*. For this it suffices to show that w$+w C 
B*wB* v B*wIwB*, or, since WiSiWi _C Si u Siw&3,, that Siw _C B” or 
Spi”’ _C B* for all i = 1,2, 5, 10. This is immediate from (5.1). 
(5.3). Go s F,(2”). 
Proof. We have available the structure of S and J and W*, the action of J 
on S and of W* on J, the action of W’* on the subgroups Si (i = & 1,. . ., &24), 
and the equations (w~x,(~))~ = 1 f or each i = 1,2, 5, 10. This allows us to 
verify that the obvious map from F,(2”) to Gs , using the usual Bruhat 
decomposition for F,(29, is actually a homomorphism and is onto. Since 
F,(2”) is simple, it is an isomorphism. 
6. THE CASE G E 3’42”) 
For the rest of this paper we assume the results of Sections 4 and 5, and 
we identify G,, with F,(2”). 
In this section we also assume that SE Syl,(G), and we prove that then 
G = Go. 
(6.1). Letyl = x~~(~),Y~ = xd1),y3 =ylyzy andy, = x1&1) ~~~(1). Then 
e-very inoolution of G is conjugate to exactly one of the yd , i = 1, 2, 3,4. 
Proof. It is shown in [4] that every involution of G,, z F,(29 is conjugate 
in Go to exactly one of the yi . Since S E Syl,(G), it suffices therefore to show 
that no two of the yi are conjugate in G. Since No(S) _C No(M) C G, , no two 
of yr , ya , y3 are conjugate in NJS). But y1 , ya , y3 E Z(S), so this implies 
they cannot be conjugate in G. Let X = Cs(yI) = l7& (i # 1,2,6, 11). Then 
S31&, = [X, Z,(X)] ch X, so S,, Q Ns(X). Since Nc(&) C G, and 
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X E SY~(C,(Y,) n Go), th is implies that X E Syl.a(C,(y,)). Hence y4 is not 
conjugate to any of y1 , ys , ya . 
(6.2). If x E G and ylx E GO , then x E GO . Hence if Q is any 2-subgroup of 
G and Q n G, contains a conjugate of y1 , then Q C G,, . 
Proof. If yl” E G, , then yr” = ylh for some h E G, . Then xh-l E C,(yl) C 
G o,~~~~Go. 
(6.3). Every 2-subgroup of CG(yI) is in GO . 
Proof. Suppose false, and let W be chosen in Syl,(C,(y,)) such that 
I = W n G, is of maximal order subject to W g G, . Conjugating by an 
element of Cc(ys) n G, if necessary, we may assume I Z S. By (6.2) 
I n S,, = {l}. Let Y = I&(1) C C,( ys), and let Q E Syl,( Y) with Q 1 E(S). 
By (6.2) Q Z G, . We may assume that Q C S, Q = IC,(l). We wish to show 
that Y/I is a (TI)-group. If Q1 E Syl,(Y) with Qr n Q # 1, then Q1 c G, by 
the maximality of I. If S, E Syl,(C,(y,) n G,) with S, 2 Q1 , then Z(S) _C S, , 
by the structure of C,(y,) n G, , so Z(S) c S, n Y = Q1 . Thus Q1 3_ U(S). 
If QZ E Syl,( Y) with Q2 1 IZ( W), then Qs n Q = I. By (2.20) of [8], it follows 
that Y/I is a (TI)-group. Thus by the main result of [7] Y has a subgroup R 
normalizing Q and acting regularly on the involutions of Q/1. By (6.2) R C G,, . 
From the structure of Cc(yI) n G,, , R centralizes Z(S). This is impossible, 
since I n S,, = (1). 
(6.4). C,(y,) c GO; x E G, whenever yS2 E G,; and if Q is any 2-subgroup 
with Q n G,, containing a conjugate of y3 , then Q C GO . 
Proof. The Sylow 2-subgroups of Cc(ys) generate a normal subgroup 
of Cc(yJ, so Cc(yJ C G, by (6.2). The rest follows easily. 
(6.5). C,(yJ C G,, and Co(y4) C Go . 
Proof. Let y = yZ or y4, and let b E C,(y). If x = x&l), then x is 
conjugate to y1 in G, so Cc(x) C G, . It is therefore easy to calculate that 
G(X) n G(Y) * Cd~d n G(Y), so x is not conjugate to yr in C,(y). Thus 
there is some involution w E C,(y) with [w, x”] = [w, yl] = 1, and wyl is 
conjugate in C,(y) to either xb or y1 . Thus wy, E C,( yl), and wyl is conjugate 
in G to yr . A study of Table 5 of [4] shows that every element of C&y,) 
which is conjugate to y1 in F,(2”) is conjugate in C,(y,) to x,(l), xi,(l), or 
xZl(o() for some a E P. Thus w is conjugate in C,(y,) to x,(l) yr , x,,(l) y1 , 
or xsl(ol) yr , so w is conjugate in G to y3 or y1 . Therefore xb E G, , so b E GO . 
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(6.6). G = Go. 
Proof. Since G has more than one class of involutions, GO cannot be a 
strongly embedded subgroup. Hence GO must contain all involutions of G. 
Now apply (6.2). 
7. THE CASE G s .13,(2”) 
In this section we assume that S 6 Syl,(G), and we prove that then 12 is 
odd and G E $‘d(2n), the extension of F,(2”) by the automorphism of order 2 
used by Ree in [6]. If n = 2k + 1 and s = 2”, then this automorphism a 
is given by x,(a>O = x~(oL”(~)), with r and h(f) as defined in Section 2 of [4]. 
(7.1). G has a subgroup Gl g fiJ(2n). 
Proof. Let T E Syl,(G) with T 3 S, and let t E T - S. Let Gi = (GO , t). 
BY (2.3) 8, = s,, , $0 CG(s3,) d Go, and Go = (WW, G(Sz4)>, by the 
structure ofF,(2”). Thus t normalizes GO, so / G1 : GO ( = 2, and GO C Gi C 
Aut(G,). The outer automorphism group of Ii4(29 is cyclic of order 2n, with 
the field automorphisms forming the (unique) subgroup of order 71. (See [l], 
pp. 223-226.) Every field automorphism centralizes Q(I). Hence n is odd, 
and Gr is isomorphic to F,(2n) extended by the unique outer automorphism 
of order 2; i.e., G1 ~p~(2”). 
Henceforth we identify Gi with fl,(2”). Define u as above, and let 
T = (S, a>. 
(7.2). Let y1 = X,(I), yz = ~~~(i), y3 = ylyz, and y4 = xl,(i) x,,(i). 
Then ~1 -yz ,yl +y3, y1+y4, and y3 +y4, whm - demtes CMljugacy 
in G. 
Proof. ylo = yz , so y1 -~s.Sincey~~Z(T)andI T/ > lSl,y,+y,. 
Let X = CT(y4) = <C,(y,), u}, and let U E Syl,(C,(y,)) with U > X. An 
easy computation shows that [Z,(X), X’] = S,,S,, , so S&S,, <1 NV(X). 
Thus ifg E N,(X), then Sil = S,, or Si, = S,, = S& . Since NG(S2i) C G,, , 
we have g E Gl . Since X is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(y4) n Gl , this implies 
N&X) = X, so U = X. Therefore yl + y4 and y3 + y4 . 
(7.3). U7LY1- 
Proof. C,Ju) n G,, E F,1(2”), the Ree group, and it is clear that F,l(2”) is 
not isomorphic to any subgroup of C = C,(y,). 
(7.4). Let R be a subgroup of index 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup Q of the Ree 
group F,‘(29, n = 2k + 1 > 3. Then R” = Q”’ = Z(Q), which has order 2*. 
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Proof. This can be computed in a straightforward manner from the 
information given in [5]. 
(7.5). U+Y4’ 
Proof. If 0 - y4, then (u) x C,(u) is contained in a subgroup Y g C,( yp), 
since C,( y4) E Syl,(C,( y4)). Let Y1 be the subgroup of Y corresponding to 
Cs(yI), and let R = Y1 n Cs(u). Then R”’ = Z(C,(u)), by (7.4). But 
C,( yJ” = {I}, a clear contradiction. 
(7.6). u+Ya* 
Proof. If u -y3, then (u) x C,(u) C Yr T with u E Z(Y). Let 
Y1 C Y correspond to S, and let R = Y, n Cs(u). Then R”’ = Z(Cs(u)), 
and Yy = Z(Y,) 2 Z(Y), so (u) x Z(C,(u)) C Z(Y,). However, every 
subgroup of Z(Y,) of order greater than 2* contains an involution conjugate 
to y1 , whereas every involution of C,( u is conjugate to y3 and every element ) 
of uZ(C,(u)) is easily seen to be conjugate to u. 
(7.8). G = Gl . 
Proof. Let 7 be the transfer of G into T/S. Since u is not conjugate to any 
element of S, standard results on the transfer imply that T(U) E ulG:TI = u 
(mod 5’). Let G, be the kernel of 7. Then 1 G : Gz 1 = 2. Since G,, = G,’ c G’, 
GO C G, . By the results of Section 6, G, = G, . Hence G = G1 . 
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